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"Millions of women across the world wear make-up, but handful of them have been taught how exactly to
apply it. Jemma Kidd Make-Up Masterclass is certainly a glamorous, contemporary yet timeless reserve that
demystifies the artwork of make-up and displays women how to enhance their best features and feel
assured within their appearance, whatever your age or way of living." This is what inspired leading worldwide
make-up artist Jemma Kidd's vision for her make-up school, products, and now publication, which aims to
instruct a new generation of females how to utilize the latest and best techniques. While sharing insights
into her life in the beauty sector and a behind-the-scenes glimpse at the preparation that continues on
before a show or an image shoot, Jemma clarifies how she works with the most recent trends to create
new looks and color schemes, and shows how extreme looks can be adapted and toned down for everyday
wear. Beautifully photographed and designed, it provides expert advice in an accessible format: helpful text
is divided into bite-size chunks, with tips, insider secrets, and practical stepby- step instructions for fail-
safe techniques to maximize natural beauty.
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The book is beautiful, but a master class should demonstrate how do cope with problems." because the
models had no flaws! Love it! The makeup applied to lips, cheeks and specifically the eyes were just one
stunning web page after another. My beef, and just why this did not get a perfect rating is for two
reasons. If you want to save money and the weird text message doesn't bother you, you could do worse. I
won't cover this content of the book as you can visit the non-kindle book web page and also have a look
there - I'll just concentrate on how it really is on the kindle app. Be it our less than perfect skin, thin lips.
little eyes or lacking cheekbones, whatever it could be, we want to appear better. While she does make
some try to address a few issues such as for example thin lips, there is almost nothing on how to make
pores and skin look great when you have acne, huge skin pores or lines. There is nothing on hooded or
deepset eyes and there were several other glaring omissions. Furthermore, if you only use versions that are
beyond perfect, it does not specifically provide instruction on how much of a noticable difference we might
expect through the use of her techniques. It will make a good coffee table publication. ethnicities when it
comes to Daytime make-up, Nighttime make-up, Vacation time make-up for different occasions from
weddings in your day to going on a date during the night in skin tones in porcelain, reasonable, olive, and
deep skin tones. As it is, I do not think many women will look at these versions and think "oh, she has the
same issue I have, I can make an effort to correct it using this technique! Dont misunderstand me, this is

among the prettiest Makeup books I've and I own about 20 of them from Bobby Brown to Kevyn Aucoin.
It starts with discussing how to look after your skin layer and keep it healthy, which was great advice.
Not so helpful to individuals who purchase the publication for the "Masterclass" aspect.2. I've definitely
updated my appearance and expanded my repertoire with this book. The makeup colors are all just
breathtaking on them and the makeup is applied beautifully. And no where in there does she talk about
what she used. Sucks Five Stars I'm love this book great details and great pictures too. And since you are
marketing the book in this manner, you need to refrain from mixing custom eyeshadows pulled from 10
different lines on a single look. You should make the effort to make this approachable and to clearly explain
what colours you chose, from what range, why these were your choice and offer information. [I will take
note I was using the iPad kindle app, this might not apply to all devices]. This should have already been the
Algebra publication, but she jumped right to Calc 2 and most people will become left confused and not
understanding why the colour choices were produced and where they can find the same colors. The biggest
problem may be the text. However there were several common issues that were not addressed and we did
not see her professional methods applied to anyone with an individual skin care or structural concern with
their face other than thin lips. I simply found the photos and the designs quite boring and boring so I need
to rate it 3 superstars. Masterclass in Beauty Jemma Kidds Make-up Masterclass is definitely a bible of
make-up face application as the book title alludes to and a must have I would suggest for beginners, and it
ranks in the same level seeing that other great beginner make-up books out there now. Your skin care
portion of the book is very good and extensive. I like The pictures and information Jemma put in her
publication for make-up program for the eye, its very helpful. This to me is a timeless book that you can
use for many years to refer back to, this book for certain will participate my long lasting make-up
collection. What makes it better is Jemma extends on that and offers make-up info for women of all races
& That would be helpful! All of the content remains. The two things that models this Big book aside from
other newbie make-up books is the large beautiful photos shown in the reserve and secondly the diversity
of females of all races in what make-up suits their skin tone. It is worthy of the money Good starter
book I thought this reserve was a pretty good primer for somebody who wants to have the ability to do

their own make-up well for professional circumstances. I am in medical school in fact it is difficult to make
a professional but great search for everyday makeup, which book did a fine job of giving good options. These
were stunning without make-up and stunning with it. The photos remain intact and this is the main point
of the reserve. I think it is a great book for those attempting to do their personal makeup, and not look



like a teenager trying to wreck havoc on makeup, as I did so before I go through this (or simply as bad,
appear to be I 'gave up' on it entirely). She will promote her personal products a whole lot in the reserve,
which makes you question a few of the suggestions like obtaining a ton of makeup brushes, but that's
probably par for the course with these kinds of books. I believe people with more experience than me may
find this book just a little simplistic, but I believed it was just right for my needs. Bad Formatting! For the
vast majority of women, we use makeup to greatly help hide or improve what we discover as imperfections
on our encounter. Also to tell you the truth, it's. Because of this the book is hard to read and just kinda
ugly.. Great publication, and great price out of this seller Great reserve, and great price from this seller.To
sum up, a beautiful book, ideal for coffee table, really it really is that pretty. Lots of tips and tricks, and
good to have around for if you are feeling as if you need a differ from the same outdated constitute.
Other times it's as well small, or doesn't sit where it was likely to, leaving text bubbles with the words
floating up best like dead fish..That being said, is it possible to still read it? Sure. Jemma's reserve so far
does an excellent job with regards to displaying diversity in ladies and make-up application.1. I wish there
have been more types of everyday, easy "zero-maintenance" makeup, but I did my best to try to sift
through that which was more important. Exactly like there is a difference between Algebra and Calculus,
there exists a difference between what you need to instruct us as a base, then you can publish a whole

different book that is part two and discusses combining colors and how to make custom made blends on
the fly when you are applying make-up to someone. not really great. It overlaps, layering on top the
previous lines and departing big ugly blank areas. The makeup shades she uses are simply beautiful. Great
book about makeup basics, big color photos I like this book and I'm glad I ordered it, especially since it was
only about $15! It's even more of a beginner's makeup book than I really need, nevertheless the book
itself is very done well. It has plenty of great information on skincare and make-up application and looks,
with a range of pores and skin tones. The info is well organize and it is a large book with big, beautiful
glossy photos. If you would like to impress me together with your makeup abilities, try applying the makeup
to ladies who are typical everyday women with problems! She was very impressed it was so so This book
was great in providing different tutorials on different looks, and the use of makeup. Five Stars Great
book! If you are searching for more high style or edgy looks and techniques, that one isn't for you. The
models are stunning with a few of the most poreless, perfect skin I have ever seen. Five Stars For my
granddaughter who loves make up. I would suggest this book to somebody who likes make-up but really
wants to know more about it. And letting us know what makeup she was using on confirmed model, where
it can be purchased and why she chose it could have significantly elevated this book. Good for beginners and
for those looking for a small twist- not really a big twist lol. File format on kindle is hosed, could barely read
Looks like a great book to bad I can't read it all. I utilized the zoom but when it magnified all the terms
got jumbled up and I couldn't go through it. In a straightforward photo book, it might be fine to achieve
that, however when you are marketing this as a grasp class and beauty bible, you have to tell us what
colors you used. A lot ideas the I today do. Fun and beautiful book Beautiful photos. The guidance is good
for tips on accentuating one's looks. Five Stars Thanks!
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